
 

Since the XIX century, the Chilean wheat production started growing, because of the opening of

Californian and Australian markets. This production was essential in agriculture, and it increased a lot. But

after the United States and Argentina lowered world cereal prices, Chile started losing its good selling.

Nowadays in Chile wheat exportation has decreased, because of the lack of rain. But in conclusion, wheat

always has been a good source of income for Chile, which is an important part of the agricultural economy.

Wheat

Production highly

concentrated in the

southern regions. Mostly used for

bread  and pasta,

essential for

people’s diet.

Essential, but  it is used

for more things such as;

beer, grits, sometimes in

all kinds of drinks.

Chepaer, people of

every class can buy it,

convenient for

everyone.
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   Has great earnings. Decreased production,

lower earnings 20% less.

Main buyers:

South America,

Perú.

More processed and

clean wheat.

Just pulled out

of the ground,

it's not such a

clean process.



Port of Valparaiso
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     Essential to Chilean

economy and one of

the main sources of

forgein trade.

Administrated by

Emporchi.

Always

have been located

in Valparaiso.

The port of Valparaiso, also known as the "Emporio comercial del Pacífico"; started being a strategic port

in 1830. Because boats were crossing the Strait of Magellan, and like the path was too long, they needed

to leave their commodity in a safe place, so they left it on this port. Therefore, the country started

exporting, and because of the arrival of too many foreign people, it was a great way of earning.

Unfortunately, in the XX century, the earnings started to decrease, after the Pacific War, the opening of

the Panama Canal, and the economic crisis in South America.

Center of

Exportation and

trades.

Exportation, trades,

tourism and new

technologies.

Small, less terrain, basic

contruction for only

some warehouses and

storing.

New remodelations and

constructions,

technologies. Big space,

consume a great part of

the terrain.

New buyers and

new exporters.

Exportation to

few countries, a

not so famous

port.


